
 

City of Bend 

Fire & Rescue 
 

Section 1 - Individual Performance Standards 

Section 1.9 Pump Operations 
 

 

Task 1.9.5 - Foam A & B 

 

STANDARD:   

1. Supply attack lines from tank water with appropriate foam concentration 

2. Pump appropriate pressure within 10 psi 

3. Use all PPE and safety precautions 

 

RESOURCES:   

1. IFSTA Pumping Apparatus Operator Text 

2. One pumping apparatus (Engine, Interface, Light Brush) 

3. Current accepted standard for pump engagement and operation per manufacturer and Training 

Division. 

4. Water supply (tank, pressurized or static) 

5. Crew of three in Full PPE 

 

PROCEDURE:   

1. Spot apparatus appropriately for fire attack considering incident priorities 

2. Place the transmission in neutral and set the parking brake 

3. Engage the pump as appropriate for apparatus/pump drive.  Confirm proper engagement 

4. Exit the cab and immediately chock the wheel and confirm pump operation 

5. Supply attack lines according to Performance Standard 1.9.2, 1.9.3 or 1.9.4  per Company Officer 

orders and incident needs.  Receive a clear signal before charging attack lines 

6. Select proper foam for incident and engage the foam proportioning system 

a. Class A for wildland/Structure defense, Class B for petroleum, alcohol resistant foam 

for ethanol fires 
b. Refer to manufacturers instructions or BFD Lesson for specific system operation 

7. Class A; .1% to .3% for overhaul, .5% initial attack, 1% for structure protection. 

8. Class B;  Select 1% for all applications   

9. Circulate water from tank to cool pump as needed; disengage foam system for extended periods of 

circulation between pump and tank 

10. Continuously monitor water and  foam supply, notify command in the event foam refill is needed 

11. Prior to termination of pump operation, flush the foam system per department standard until no 

product can be detected in discharged water (typically 3 to 5 minutes) 

 

Safety Considerations: 

1. ALWAYS maintain situational awareness 

2. Secure the apparatus by chocking wheels appropriately 

3. Pump within 10 psi of operating pressure at all times 

4. Set pressure relief system as appropriate 

5. Identify water supply location(s)  

 

 
 

 


